SYLLABUS DE COURS

Intitulé du cours : Contemporary China

Nom de l'enseignant : CHAIGNÉ
Prénom de l'enseignant : Christine

Périodicité :
- Annuel
- Semestriel (1)
- Semestriel (2)

Niveau d'enseignement concerné :
- 1ère année
- 2ème année
- 4ème année Master 1
- 5ème année Master 2
- Cours spécifique étudiants internationaux
- Conférence de Méthode
- Cours Magistral

Objectifs pédagogiques du cours :
This seminar aims at giving the students an overview on the People's Republic of China. It seeks to provide some keys, which enable the students to understand contemporary China: landmarks from a civilization that has endured for many centuries, from the history, from the human and physical geography, from the current political and social situation in the country. The goal is to allow the students to enter the Chinese world.

Contenu / descriptif du cours :
Chinese writing and language
History of China
Physical and human geography
The Communist Party of China
The State's institutions, The XVIIIe Congress and the current leaders
The Chinese society : the one child policy, the hukou system, the censorship, the dissidence, the gap between urban and rural habitants, migrant workers issues, epidemics, air pollution, etc.
Taiwan and Hongkong issues
Current international affairs and China

Some slides illustrate the lessons.

The seminar is accompanied by a detailed outline, relevant documents, and articles related to current affairs or topical matters, which can be accessed on line.

Indications bibliographiques :
Jasper Becker, The Chinese
Henry Kissinger, On China
China Perspectives : http://chinaperspectives.revues.org/
South China Morning Post : http://www.scmp.com/